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We proudly present:
We proudly present:
Our mechanics crew
The worst thing they
had was on their first
day. An Ami 6. But the
main problem was not
to change the clutch,
the real problem was
to get rid of the preservative. But this fact is
well known at 2CV
drivers. Repairing is
easy and seems to be
a daily routine but
cleaning your hands
seems to be like landing on the moon for
the very first time. The
hit list of the existing
problems is the ignition
anyway. Number two

are the breaks and the
carburettor. But don’t
worry, our mechanics
are used to this and
intrigued by their work.
The fault frequency
depends not on the
biorhythm of the 2CV it
depends
on
the
owner’s. In the early
morning there is not
much going on at the
workshop but in the
later morning more
and
more
people
come to repair their
problems. So if you
have a problem you
should come round
9:00 a.m. Whoever has
a
problem
should
come before 7:00 p.m.
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Free yoghurt for everybody
And you are the one
who have the voucher.
If you look in the bag
you got when you
entered the area you
will find this voucher for
the Carinthian milk

shop at the main
spare. With this coupon
you can get a tasty
yoghurt.
Not
only
Carinthian milk can
recommend
to
do
that, we too!

Meeting-Video!
We have contracted a
professional
video
team that will get the
highlights of the meeting on tape.
The Video which lasts
60 min. is available in a
German and an English
version. The cost for

one cassette will be
ATS 280.- (20 Citron)
including a hardcover,
postage and packing
charges. You have the
possibility
to
make
order in our meeting
shop but we must ask
you to pay in advance.

Golden medallion lost!
If you find a golden
medallion
with
the
photo of a child,
please give it to the

Important
glasbottles!
Please
do .
not
throw
away
the
glass bottles
you get at
the
certain
shops. Bring
them
back
to the shops
where
you
bought them

organization crew. It is
really
important.
Thanks!

New Citron!!
Since yesterday there is
an
additional
coin
available. The Orange.
1 Orange = 2 Citron

Never broken winged again.

advertising

Hochratner Citroen spare
parts, +43/7221 74177
Dr. Baier Citroen Oldtimer
Service, +43/3113 2388
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Snow at the Wordmeeting!
Then the Skier came
For people who don’t they also get a docuknow what Superfinns ment in the local
are: Every two years language they have to
Finish
2CV
drivers read out loudly. A very
organise
a
wintry popular spectacle for
Scandinavian trip all everybody.
the way up to the This time the reading
Northcape or some- was not on the ground
where else in the high level. This time they
North. After this Raid stood on a mountain of
Laponie the members snow. Suddenly there
become
Superfinns. was this big mountain
But to become a real of snow in the middle
Program of the day
Superfinn they have to of the meadow. So
read out a text in what do people do
Friday, 27.07.2001:
07:00 – 09:00 Football ground - Captive balloon totally slang language. when there is snow in
(Get on board to take photos from To show the members the middle of the
how the others look like summer? They start a
above!)
08:00
Cultural excursion to fortified in their summer outfits snowball fight and use
there is a Superfinn- the snow for cooling
churches
09:00 – 13:00 Games area - Amateur flea market party at every world- down their quick tempered heads or as in
10:00
Info and Registration - Registration meeting. At this party
our case go skiing.
for Raid
10:00
First Aid - Meeting of club presidents, election of the organizer In the evening – Song Contest & Talents
2005
Contest
10:00 – 13:00 at the Big Tent - Children's games:
Funny games and competitions, If you want to be on many
microphones
children's folk dance
the big stage to show you need.
10:00 – 17:00 Games area - Climbing wall
what you can, go to We are not only asking
14:00
Games area - Technical competi- the information tent to for good wipes getting
tion: 2CV slalom with surprise! (reg- subscribe until
2:00 a earwig. Feel free, use
istration required)
p.m. Just tell us how your fantasy! But don’t
persons
will forget that there is no
18:00
Main square/ Big Tent - Perform- many
ance of Children's folk dance perform and which chance for a trial run.
group, afterwards children may instruments and how
join in the dance
19:30 – 21:30 Football ground - Captive balloon
(Get on board to take photos from
above!)
Weather
20:00
Big Tent - Presentation ceremonies
of today's games
In the morning an the
20:30 – 21:30 Big Tent - Presentation of the 15th
evening there will be
International Meeting of 2CV
sunny weather.
Friends 2003 by the Italian club
temperature: 14-28 °C
21:30
Big Tent - Song Contest and New
57-82 °F
talents' competition (registration
humidity: 50%
required) afterwards
00:00 – 01:00 Big Tent - Dj Mehari with music of
the "2CV era" ('60s to '80s)
after dark
Camp-fire site - Camp-fire
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Conversions nobody knows
Rectangle version of a HY
The first example was
seen on a French junk
yard, sometime in the
early 90’s. It looks kind
of sick with his rectangle frontlights. The man
from the junk yard was
laughing when
we
photographed this car.
I am sure he still remembers this scene

but a piece of the HY
history seems to be
forgotten.
But suddenly I discover
this one HY at the far
end of the area. Whoever wants to reproduced this: The support
for the floodlights have
to be made longer so
you don’t have bend
the metal.

Number of cars:
624 Germany
417 Netherlands
256 France
244 Austria
156 Great Britain
138 Swiss
133 Belgium
114 Slovenia
100 Italy
93 Finland
52 Greece
48 Czech Rep.
46 Hungary
41 Denmark
33 Spain
sum – 2639

Number of visitors:
1252 Germany
865 Netherlands
535 France
493 Austria
352 Great Britain
313 Belgium
308 Swiss
275 Slovenia
231 Finland
195 Italy
116 Hungary
114 Greece
111 Czech Rep.
110 Denmark
70 Spain
sum – 5654
Date: 26.7., 21:00

Children’s corner
Today games for
the kids
Today between 10:00
a.m.- 1:00 p.m. games
and
competitions.
There will be lots of fun
for all the kids.

What do the kids say?
Hellena (7)
I like the games best.
Especially the printing
on cloth bags.

Yesterday’s games
for the kids
Everybody liked the
games for kids yesterday. Many children
came to paint and
draw handcraft. There
was even a clown, an
airplane
and
the
Gaudiwuzler
(table
football)

the alien
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Maartje (4)
I like everything! Especially painting on the
hand.
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„Everything could be a 2CV“

Numbers & Facts

Everything could be a 2CV
Christof Schelbert, the man
behind the cartoons.
Whoever believes to know the
cartoons we printed in our news
is right: You are right. Most of
them are from the famous Swiss
designer Christof. Frequently
seen in the 80’s and some 2CV
magazines but very often in the
Döschwo-Zytig
we
brought
them back while stealing them.
First we left guilty because we
did not know who we could ask
if we were allowed to print the
cartoons. Later we had the
chance to ask Christof just a
few minutes after his arrival in
Seeboden. There wasn’t a
stone left standing when Christof allowed us to use his cartoons for our newspaper. In the
morning you can find him at
the flea market behind a small
table with his new book. The
name of the book is 2CV & 2CV
(136 pages, ATS 150,-) It has got
a blue and yellow cover and

inside it is funny. Suddenly they
are back, new refreshing unconventional thinking cartoons
which are a transformation of
the 2CV to all kind of commodities like bottle opener, knifes,
garden doors or tents just to
enumerate a few of them. Inbetween all the cartoons there
are also a lot of photos Christof
took in France between 1977
and 1982 when the old corrugated iron 2CV were more
frequent.

But I am sure you know how he
uses this time.
He bought his first 2CV at the
age of 20 when his father
changed the car, an Austin
Mini. Right now he is the proud
owner of a Belgium 2CV from
1959. His second 2CV is a 1986
2CV but he also owns another
one which is a kit. At this one he
is just using new spare parts.
“Straight from the factory, build
in 2010”. Right Christof is one of
the people who take things
easy and stays relaxed. There is
only one thing he can’t stand:
“Getting up early because of
the flea market”.
Christof Scherblet first book is
also still available.

“The cartoons are new, I draw
them from 1995 to the year
2000 after a little break. My first
number of cartoons ended with
the Worldmeeting in Haslital
and I had a long break of two
years since 1991”.
Some ideas just need a lot of
time to be realised, others are
spontaneously. Christof is working as a designer and lecture at
the high school of Basel for
creation art. “There are many
conferences, but most of them
bore to death”.

Games yesterday, games today

Paul (6)
The clown gave a
folder of a princess
with pens to me. That
was the thing I liked
most.

Yesterday everybody
wanted to take part at
the Gaudiwuzler (the
funny way of a table
football). The

sideways. To prevent
that anybody gets hurt
the field is like a big air
mattress. The parts of
the dynamo speed
changing was ways
smaller. The grown ups
could do this in only 1
min. and 37 sec. The
winner of the match
was Julien Imbs (F) and
Gaudiwuzler is exactly
Tjerk
Boersma
(B)
the same as a normal
followed
by
André
table football, just taller
Masure (B). Tomorrow
and with persons who
there will be a 2CV
move

slalom.Each
country
should announce only
two participants at the
information tent.

